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REVIEWS
Ways to test stochastic dynamic programming models empirically
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Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) models are widely used to predict optimal behavioural and life
history strategies. We discuss a diversity of ways to test SDP models empirically, taking as our main
illustration a model of the daily singing routine of birds. One approach to verification is to quantify
model parameters, but most SDP models are schematic. Because predictions are therefore qualitative,
testing several predictions is desirable. How state determines behaviour (the policy) is a central prediction
that should be examined directly if both state and behaviour are measurable. Complementary predictions
concern how behaviour and state change through time, but information is discarded by considering
behaviour rather than state, by looking only at average state rather than its distribution, and by not
following individuals. We identify the various circumstances in which an individual’s state/behaviour at
one time is correlated with its state/behaviour at a later time. When there are several state variables the
relationships between them may be informative. Often model parameters represent environmental
conditions that can also be viewed as state variables. Experimental manipulation of the environment has
several advantages as a test, but a problem is uncertainty over how much the organism’s policy will
adjust. As an example we allow birds to use different assumptions about how well past weather predicts
future weather. We advocate mirroring planned empirical investigations on the computer to investigate
which manipulations and predictions will best test a model.
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Stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) is a compu-
tational technique that finds optimum sequences of

actions. Since its promotion in behavioural ecology by
McNamara & Houston (1986) and Mangel & Clark
(1986), SDP modelling has been applied to a wide variety
of phenomena, for instance: foraging (McNamara &
Houston 1992); food caching (Lucas & Walter 1991);
antipredation behaviour (Houston et al. 1993); intra-
specific fighting and other games (Enquist & Leimar
1987; Houston & McNamara 1988); movement and
migration (Weber et al. 1998; Hutchinson 1999); mating
tactics (Lucas & Howard 1995; Galvani & Johnstone
1998); and life history decisions about growth, reproduc-
tion and sex change (Iwasa 1991; McNamara & Houston
1996; Hutchinson et al. 1997). Mangel & Clark (1988)
and Houston & McNamara (1999) provide further
examples. One strength of SDP models is that they can be
quite complex, yet computationally tractable.
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The philosophy and aims of optimality modelling in
behavioural ecology have been discussed elsewhere (e.g.
Stearns & Schmid-Hempel 1987; Parker & Maynard Smith
1990). The purpose of some SDP models has been only to
prove the logical coherence of verbal arguments. But
often we want to test whether models fit observed bio-
logical phenomena. In this paper we aim to show that in
this last respect SDP has not been used to its full poten-
tial. SDP can provide a variety of predictions that, if tested
in combination, would yield more compelling evidence
of whether a model is realistic.

SDP models have stimulated empirical experiments
designed to test their predictions (e.g. Ekman & Hake
1990; Lucas & Walter 1991; Witter et al. 1995; Reinhardt
& Healey 1999; Thomas 1999a, b). However, the number
of parameters in some more realistic models can make
them daunting to apply. Fortunately it is often unneces-
sary to know every parameter value accurately. Complex
SDP models can produce simple predictions that are
robust to a wide range of parameter values.

We start this paper with a nontechnical explanation of
SDP models, including the definition of some standard
 2000 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour
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terms. We then describe a model of daily singing routines
in birds, which we use to illustrate points of general
applicability throughout the rest of this paper. We also
detail what sorts of empirical data can be used to test SDP
models.
AN EXPLANATION OF SDP MODELS

SDP models characterize individuals by their ‘state’.
Examples of state variables include an individual’s energy
reserves, its size, the number of its dependent offspring,
current environmental temperature, and its estimate of
the current food availability. Several state variables may
be required to describe state adequately for the purpose of
the model, but in many SDP models a single state variable
has sufficed.

SDP models divide time into discrete intervals. In each
the organism chooses an ‘action’. The actions might be
behavioural (e.g. to forage or to sing), or physiological or
morphological (e.g. to moult). The action chosen,
together with the individual’s state, affects the prob-
ability that it survives the time interval, its state in the
next interval, and the number of surviving offspring
produced during the interval. Some state variables are
specified to change stochastically.

Constructing an SDP model thus requires specifying
the state variables, the available actions, and the short-
term consequences of taking each action in each state.
The role of dynamic programming is to find the optimum
behaviour given an additional specification of what
should be maximized in the long term (the ‘terminal
reward’, e.g. long-term survival, number of offspring, or
energy reserves). Dynamic programming works back-
wards in time to calculate the optimal ‘policy’ (Mangel &
Clark 1988; Houston & McNamara 1999). This policy is
the rule specifying the optimal action when in each state
at each time. Using this policy we can follow an individ-
ual forward in time; at each time interval its current state
determines what action it takes, and thus the probability
of being in each state in the next time interval. The
sequence of actions constitutes the behavioural ‘routine’.
Because state changes stochastically, routines vary even
though all individuals use the same policy.

The routine also depends on the state in which an
individual started. But when animals have settled into a
stable or cyclic environment, stochasticity will have
caused the distribution of states to converge on a distri-
bution determined by the policy and the environment,
and independent of initial state. (In the case of a cyclic
environment, such as a day–night cycle, this distribution
will change within a cycle, but recur at any particular
stage of the cycle.) Modellers often report only an average
routine after this convergence, giving the proportion of
the surviving population taking each action at each time.
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Figure 1. A daily routine of avian song generated by an SDP optimality model. Each day is divided into 150 intervals (dawn at 0, dusk at 75).
——: Singing routine as a percentage of birds singing; – – –: switchpoint levels of reserves above which it is optimal to sing; zzz: mean value
of reserves for those birds that are alive and unpaired at the time. The units of reserves are arbitrary. The parameter values, using the symbols
defined in Hutchinson et al. (1993), are: e=28, pfood=0.8, S0=10, S1=1×10−3, S2=2×10−6, ηs=4.2, qs=0.5, F0=10, F1=2×10−3, F2=4×10−6,
ηf=6.4, qf=0.5, Rcold=4.1, Rnormal=3.6, Rhot=3.3, qtemp=0.8, ηr=3.2, qr=0.5, ppair=4×10−3, mean duration of pairing window=10 days.
SONG EXAMPLE

We use as an example a simple SDP model that explains
why birds sing most at dawn and dusk (Houston &
McNamara 1987; McNamara et al. 1987; Hutchinson
et al. 1993). The model assumes that during the daytime
a male bird chooses between two actions, singing and
foraging. Singing gives a chance of attracting a mate,
which brings a higher terminal reward than mere sur-
vival. At night birds can only rest, and lose energy
keeping warm. The transition between night and day
is sudden, and within each the environment remains
constant.

The single state variable is energy reserves. Reserves
accumulate through foraging, and fall while birds rest or
sing. These changes include a stochastic component.
Thus, even if a bird forages it may fail to find food, and its
reserves fall. The unpredictability of overnight energy
requirements is accentuated by temperature variation
between nights. If reserves fall to zero the bird has starved
to death. High reserves have a cost, making the bird
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more prone to predation, or making activity (particularly
flight) energetically more expensive.

Figure 1 shows the optimal policy. It specifies singing
when reserves are above a ‘switchpoint’ and foraging
when below. This switchpoint changes with time of day.
In the morning the switchpoint is low, keeping reserves
just sufficient almost to eliminate the possibility of star-
vation should a run of feeding attempts prove unsuccess-
ful. Later in the day the switchpoint rises steadily to
ensure that the bird has sufficient reserves at dusk not to
starve overnight. Dusk reserves are enough to survive an
almost worst-case night, so most nights leave reserves at
dawn well above the switchpoint, causing birds to sing a
dawn chorus.

In this paper we use two embellishments to this basic
model to illustrate particular points. The first supposes
that females prefer continuous bouts of song over the
same amount of song delivered intermittently. This
would enable females to select better mates (Hutchinson
et al. 1993). An extra state variable represents a female’s
memory of how much a male has sung in the recent past.
The variable increases when the male sings and decreases
when he forages. The optimal policy now specifies how
behaviour depends on both energy reserves and the
memory variable.

The other embellishment concerns overnight tempera-
ture. The basic model supposed that three different
overnight temperatures were possible and that the tem-
perature of the following night was unpredictable. The
optimal policy did not depend on overnight temperature,
because during the day the temperature of the preceding
night predicted nothing about the succeeding conditions,
and at night the only action available was to rest. In our
embellished model temperatures of successive nights are
correlated. The optimal policy during the day then
depends on the previous night’s temperature because this
is a predictor of the next night’s temperature. Overnight
temperature must now be modelled as a state variable.
TESTING MODEL ASSUMPTIONS

Modellers typically have to make informed guesses about
the biology (often the first suggestion that particular
facets of the biology are worth measuring comes from the
model). Subsequently showing that these assumptions
are inappropriate for particular organisms is as logical a
reason to reject the model’s relevance as its predictions
not fitting. Sometimes a key assumption is completely
wrong, but lack of realism is often a matter of degree,
so checking assumptions means measuring parameter
values.

Models should always undergo a sensitivity analysis in
which the effects of altering assumptions and parameter
values are systematically investigated (Gladstein et al.
1991; Houston et al. 1992). This might concentrate on
the least well established parameter values (e.g. Clark &
Ydenberg 1990). The sensitivity analysis may reveal that
output is very insensitive to variation in some par-
ameters, so measuring their values would be pointless.
Conversely we might learn that accurate predictions are
impossible without gaining more information about
other parameters, which should be the stimulus to
measure them.

Often the sensitivity analysis shows that realistic pre-
dictions occur only with particular parameter values. For
instance in the singing routine model, with some par-
ameter values for the food supply birds sang little at dawn
and song steadily increased through the day (Figs 4 and 5
in Hutchinson et al. 1993), which is not typical for real
birds. For pairing and mortality rates to be realistic a
restricted range of values of other parameters was
required. But choosing parameters a posteriori to achieve
realism allows only a demonstration that the model is a
possible explanation of an observed phenomenon; evi-
dence for the model is weak unless other predictions of
the model are confirmed. One sort of test is to measure
parameter values hitherto selected on this basis of
producing realistic output. This is a form of inverse
optimality argument.

We may sometimes reject the parameter set without
measuring any parameters individually. For instance, we
could directly measure metabolic rates, the calorific value
of different food items and the probability of finding
each. Alternatively, as an easier but less complete check,
we could measure how reserves change when foraging,
and on this basis reject the parameter set as a whole.

Some parameters can be very difficult to measure. An
important example is parameters describing how state
and actions affect predation rate. Many SDP models of
bird behaviour depend on the assumption that the pre-
dation risk associated with a behaviour increases with
energy reserves. Unfortunately models show that the
form of the relationship can be crucial (e.g. whether state
and vigilance interact additively or multiplicatively to
affect predation rate: Houston et al. 1993). One difficulty
in quantifying predation is simply its rarity. Yet, despite
their rarity, unusually bad events (such as predation, an
unusually cold night, or a run of bad luck when foraging)
often have a dominant effect on the policy. Experimental
manipulations that increase predation may be considered
unethical, and direct measurements of predation rate
confound predation risk with strategic alterations of
behaviour by the bird (McNamara & Houston 1987;
McNamara 1990). An alternative approach has been to
estimate from aerodynamic principles, or from aviary
trials, how reserves affect flight performance. But flight
performance is an indirect and incomplete estimate of
predation risk, so the relationships of interest are only
crudely inferred (Witter et al. 1994; Bednekoff 1996).

How predation risk relates to reserves also depends on
the numbers of different types of predator in the environ-
ment. This is itself difficult for us to estimate but to
predict behaviour successfully may require knowing the
bird’s own estimate, which may still be adapted to pre-
dation risk in the past (e.g. Newman et al. 1995 discussed
this with respect to domestic sheep, Ovis aries). Generally
parameter values in a laboratory study may be easier for
us to measure; but the organism’s policy may still be
partially adapted to the different parameter values in the
wild (Houston & McNamara 1989).

Another difficulty with measuring parameter values is
that it is usually not possible to make the organism use a
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different policy. For instance, one cannot check how
foraging would change reserves when reserves exceed the
level at which birds choose to forage. Thus we can check
only a subset of the state dynamics assumed. However,
sometimes behaviour can be manipulated; for instance,
we can delay an animal mating by preventing access to a
mate. Even if behaviour cannot itself be manipulated,
manipulating state away from its usual values does help
to provide a more extensive check of state dynamics.
Avian clutch size manipulations are a classic example.
However, changing the state (number of eggs) should not
be equated with a change in the behaviour that deter-
mines the state (egg laying), since egg laying affects other
state variables, such as energy reserves (Monaghan et al.
1998).

It has rarely been possible for all parameter values in an
SDP model to be based on accurate estimates (Mace 1993
and Heimpel et al. 1998 are possible exceptions). Further-
more, even a model using only accurate values would still
disregard other aspects of the biology: models are simpli-
fications. So we probably should not expect a quantitative
fit of the predictions, and thus accurate measurements of
parameter values may be inappropriate. For these reasons,
and also so as not to restrict their generality, most SDP
models have not even set out to be quantitatively accu-
rate. Thus our singing routine model was not based on
any particular species; we tried merely to ensure that the
parameters’ relative values were reasonable for a small
bird. Overnight temperature was considered to take only
three possible values, which is obviously unrealistic, but
it captured the essential idea that overnight energy con-
sumption could occasionally and unpredictably be higher
than average. The model’s purpose was to demonstrate
a principle, not produce quantitative predictions, but
nevertheless our sensitivity analyses showed that some
qualitative predictions were robust over a broad range of
parameter values. Throughout the rest of this paper it is
the testing of such robust qualitative predictions that we
envisage. Sometimes the predictions may concern merely
the direction of a relationship, but in other cases more
specific predictions can be made about the relationship’s
shape, as with the relationship of mass with time shown
in Figure 1. Even so, it is harder to falsify qualitative
predictions than quantitative ones, which is a reason to
test several different predictions.
THE RANGE OF TESTABLE PREDICTIONS

Checking parameter values can only be a partial test of a
model: even if all parameter values are correct, the organ-
ism may not use the predicted optimal policy. This might
be because of the time lag in the evolutionary process,
because the actions have extra unrecognized conse-
quences, or because of unrecognized constraints in what
actions are possible or to what state variables the organ-
ism can respond. So one must also check the model’s
predictions. If these are confirmed, this also provides
evidence that the parameter values were realistic. On
the other hand, without checking parameter values the
model could be giving the right results for the wrong
reasons, especially if parameter values have been rigged a
posteriori to engineer a realistic output.

We have explained above how SDP models can predict
the average behavioural routine. This has been the
prediction most often tested, probably because this is
the sort of empirical observation that originally inspires
a model’s construction. We now explain the value of
testing other predictions.
Testing Policy

The policy specifies what action to take when in each
particular state at each particular time. All SDP models
make the fundamental assumptions that individuals con-
sistently follow such a rule and that different individuals
use the same rule. This consistency is not true of the
behavioural routine, which varies between individuals
and from day to day in the same individual. Conse-
quently, predicted routines are given as averages, which
means that such predictions can only be probabilistic,
and therefore may require more observations to disprove.

SDP models normally predict deterministic policies.
(Probabilistic policies may be optimal in game-theoretical
situations, but seem likely to be realized via deterministic
strategies contingent on other cues.) When actions are all
or nothing (such as whether to reproduce in a season, or
whether to lay one egg or two), a deterministic policy
typically entails one or more switchpoints: one action is
optimal if state lies above this value, another action if
below. With other behaviours, such as vigilance, the
optimal policy can be a continuous adjustment of behav-
iour in response to state (Houston et al. 1993). One might
envisage that song rate in birds can be continuously
adjusted as a function of reserves. However, here we
allow only two options, to sing or to forage, and this
approximation makes little difference to the routines.

Whether the options available are discrete or continu-
ous, the form of the policy is often monotonic (e.g. feed if
reserves are below a switchpoint, otherwise sing). So the
simplest sort of qualitative, testable prediction about the
policy is that at a given time of day birds are more likely
to sing if they have higher reserves.

A more critical evaluation would examine whether the
observed policy is consistent. This is easiest when the
predicted policy has a sharp switchpoint. If the switch-
point appears to vary between individuals, or when the
same individual is tested repeatedly, the most likely
conclusion is that the model ignores a state variable that
influences the organism’s decision. (For instance, a bird’s
decision whether to sing might be influenced by food
availability in its territory, its neighbour’s song output, or
the temperature expected the next night.) This conclu-
sion is strongly suggested if individuals in a particular
state that choose action A consistently turn out to have a
lower fitness than individuals in the same state that
choose action B. For example, Clutton-Brock et al. (1996)
found that Soay sheep of the same age and weight class
were more likely to survive some winters if they repro-
duced. It seems implausible that reproduction itself
enhances survival, so probably the sheep differed in some
unconsidered aspect of state that affected their decisions.
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Even if we do measure all relevant state variables,
difficulties in measuring state and behaviour completely
accurately and synchronously will mean that empirical
data will rarely suggest a perfectly sharp switchpoint. Also
the organism itself may be mismeasuring state variables.
For instance, models often predict a dependence of
behaviour on time since an event, time of day, or time
of year, but we know empirically that animals do not
measure time with perfect accuracy (Gibbon & Allan
1984; Brunner et al. 1992).

If we feel satisfied that a model has captured the
essence of the relationship between behaviour and one
state variable at a particular time, we should go on to
examine how this relationship changes depending on
time of day or on the value of other state variables. For
instance our singing routine model predicts that the
switchpoint is low in the morning and rises through the
afternoon (Fig. 1), so we would predict that at some
reserve levels at which the bird sings in the morning it
would forage in the afternoon. If the overnight tempera-
ture shows a correlation between nights, we predict that
the switchpoint at dusk should be higher after cold nights
(Table 1). Similarly Bull et al. (1996) experimentally
confirmed a prediction of an SDP model that the readi-
ness of salmon, Salmo salar, to feed when lipid levels were
low was higher in early winter than late. Reinhardt &
Healey (1999) also used a salmon species, Onchorhynchus
kisutch, to test predictions that size and nutritional state
should both affect willingness to run a predation risk.

To observe the policy directly both state and behaviour
must be measured, but the advantages of doing this have
not always been appreciated. Several tests of models of
winter fattening in birds (e.g. Ekman & Hake 1990; Witter
et al. 1995) have been laboratory based and measured the
state variable (weight), but ignored the behaviour (forag-
ing). In contrast, tests of the similar models of singing
routines (Thomas 1999a, b, and references therein) have
been field based and measured one easy-to-monitor
behaviour (song), but ignored the other behaviour (forag-
ing) and the state (weight). In both situations it would be
worth trying to measure both state and behaviour, so as
to gauge the policy. Laboratory studies of hoarding in
birds (Lucas & Walter 1991; Hurly 1992) have measured
both behaviour and state. For instance, Lucas & Walter
related the percentage of seeds cached not merely to time
of day, but also to dawn mass, the food access regime,
season and body size.

The values of certain parameters may have little effect
on the optimal policy, so even if the policy observed fits
the predictions, the model need not necessarily fit in
other respects. Such parameter values must be checked by
direct measurement, or by examining other predictions
such as the routine.
Distribution of State as a Function of Time

The average behavioural routine describes how the
percentage of the population carrying out each action
changes over time. Calculating this routine entails
first calculating the distribution of states in the popu-
lation at each time. But this distribution of states can be a
more revealing prediction than the behavioural routine
when the same action is appropriate for a range of states
(e.g. if the choice of actions is not continuous). Then,
even though the distribution of states might not agree
with the model, the proportion of animals performing
each behaviour at a particular time might not disagree
significantly.

The kinds of qualitative predictions that we might test
are whether the distribution of states at a particular time
is skewed or bimodal, and how the average state, or the
variance in state, changes from one time to another. In
the singing routine example, it is too trite a prediction
that reserves are higher at dusk than at dawn and fall
further during the dawn chorus (reserves inevitably fall
while the animal is not foraging), but predictions about
the variance and skew of reserves at different times of day
are less obvious.

Figure 2a shows the distributions of reserves associated
with the singing routine in Figure 1. Variation at dawn is
large and symmetrical because it is mostly generated by
variation in overnight energy requirements, which the
model specifies to follow a roughly normal distribution.
By mid-morning the variance in reserves has decreased
because overweight birds have lost their excess by sing-
ing, and underweight birds have been foraging. The
distribution is now less symmetrical, because singing
always lowers the reserves of overweight birds, whereas
underweight birds are sometimes unsuccessful in
increasing their reserves by foraging. In the afternoon the
asymmetry and variance increase, because birds are more
frequently choosing to forage, the action with the more
variable outcome. Birds achieve a much narrower range of
reserve levels with which to start the night.

These distributions are averages over nights of all tem-
peratures. Many birds measured after the same night
should show a much lower variance in their reserves at
dawn. In contrast, the distributions of reserves later in the
day are unaffected by the temperature of the preceding
night.

The latter is not true if temperatures of successive
nights correlate, allowing birds to improve their estimate
of the forthcoming overnight energy loss. In that case the
model predicts that on most days their afternoon and
evening reserves are lower than in Figure 2a, except after
a cold night when their reserves are higher because they
predict another cold night (Fig. 2b). Indeed some species
of bird do change their evening body mass in response to
recent temperatures (Wansink & Tinbergen 1994; Rogers
1995).
Correlations between Different State Variables

In the last example overnight temperature acts as a
state variable. Averaging over all values of this state
variable gives valid predictions for data collected over
many days; but more critical tests are possible if we
measure temperatures of particular nights in order to
make predictions about the distribution of reserves
specific to the following day (Fig. 2b).

In general when there are two state variables x and y,
SDP models can predict not only the distribution of x
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following the optimal routine shown in Figure 1. (a) Distributions at
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Figure 3. Bivariate plots of energy reserves against the duration of
unbroken song (m), measured at the start of the 20th time interval
after dawn. The vertical axis shows the proportion of the surviving
unpaired population in each state. In (a) the probability of pair-
ing=0.004 m0.01, whereas in (b) it always=0.004 if m>0. Other
parameters and model details are as in Figure 1. The dotted lines
show the switchpoint levels of reserves above which birds should
sing.
given a specific value of y, or averaged over all values of y,
but also the bivariate distribution of x and y. In the above
example one might display the data collected after nights
of different temperatures as a scattergram of reserves
plotted against temperature. As with the univariate distri-
butions, the bivariate distribution will depend on which
time is considered.

As another example of two state variables we consider
energy reserves and an index that remembers song out-
put over the recent past. Here we take this memory
variable (m) to be simply the number of time intervals of
continuous song leading up to the present interval (one
period of foraging resets m to 0). So we could directly
measure m. We suppose that the probability of pairing is
slightly higher if the male has been singing for a long
time continually (probability m0.004). Figure 3a is a plot
of reserves against m at one time mid-morning. Unsur-
prisingly, the longer a bird has been singing the lower its
reserves. When m=0 reserves can take a wide range of
values as birds feed in order to be able to sing for a long
time subsequently. When m=0 they forage at levels
of reserves at which they continue to sing when m is
larger.

Compare Figure 3b, which is generated by parameters
identical to Figure 3a except that the probability of
pairing is now independent of m. Reserves still tend to be
lower in birds that have been singing for longer, but this
is much less marked because the switchpoint level of
reserves at which the bird sings instead of forages is now
independent of m. Because Figure 3a and b differ, plotting
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empirical data in this way could provide evidence for
whether birds do attempt to sing in continuous bouts.

Note that the shape of the relationship between two
state variables will depend on the source of variation. In
Figure 3 the main source of variation is the stochasticity
in foraging success and metabolic costs. But one could
also imagine that some individuals hold territories en-
abling a consistently better foraging success. A bivariate
plot of reserves against m will be transposed downwards
for higher-quality territories. Amalgamating the plots
from a variety of territory qualities will thus at least
smudge the distributions in Figure 3, and could change
the main axis of variation.

Another common sort of plot is between the timing of
some event and the state in which it occurs. For instance
with life histories one can use dynamic programming
models to produce norms of reaction relating the age at
maturation against the size at maturation (e.g. Rowe &
Ludwig 1991; Hutchinson et al. 1997). Typically the shape
of that relationship will depend on the source of variation.
In one model of arthropod growth, variation in foraging
success caused maturation at an old age to be associated
with large adult size, whereas variation in egg size caused
maturation at an old age to be associated with small
adult size (Fig. 5c in Hutchinson et al. 1997). Empiricists
measuring age and size at maturation might not know the
main source of variation in their system. One way round
this difficulty is an experimental manipulation.
Comparing the Same Individual at Different Times

To test an average behavioural routine qualitatively we
would test whether an action occurs more often at one
time than another; similarly, we have discussed testing
whether a state variable is higher at one time than
another. In both cases we envisaged comparing popu-
lation averages. An alternative approach is to measure
state or behaviour twice in each individual and then
to plot the later measurement against the earlier, with
each point representing one individual. This reveals
information that is not apparent from average behav-
ioural routines, or from changes in the average state.

For instance, when birds have to sing a very long time
continuously for pairing to be possible, they should sing
for long bouts on alternate days and on the intervening
days rebuild their reserves (Fig. 4). The average singing
routine cannot reveal this alternation: the days on which
birds sing are not synchronized, so every day roughly half
the population sings and half does not. Nor could one
guess from looking casually at the policy, which is also
the same every day.

An obvious way to make predictions about individual
routines is by simulation. The state of an individual is
followed forward, at each time interval using the optimal
policy to determine the actions taken and random num-
bers to decide the effect of stochastic factors. Many such
independent simulations produce a data set that we can
analyse statistically to establish how behaviour or state at
one time depends on earlier behaviour or state. Houston
& McNamara (1999) explained an alternative approach,
using dummy state variables instead of simulations, that
calculates the same sort of predictions (m acts as such a
dummy state variable in Fig. 3b).

In the rest of this section we discuss correlations
between state at one time and state at another, but the
same arguments apply to correlations between behaviour
at one time and behaviour at another. There are other
possibilities, for instance to relate state at one time with
subsequent behaviour (e.g. dusk reserves with the subse-
quent dawn chorus). In SDP models behaviour is a func-
tion of state, and if the same behaviour is optimal in
different states, the function loses information. Conse-
quently, correlations in behaviour may be weaker than
correlations in state. To recover extra information from
behaviour that is categorical one can average over suc-
cessive time intervals (e.g. calculate the proportion of
early-morning time intervals spent singing).

In many SDP models the correlation between state at
one time and state at a later time rapidly disappears as the
interval between observations increases. One reason for
this lack of correlation is evident in the original version of
the singing routine model. There is only one state vari-
able (energy reserves) and the policy is to sing when
reserves are above a switchpoint. So if a bird has high
reserves, it sings and its reserves fall to the switchpoint; if
it has low reserves, it forages until they rise to the
switchpoint. Consequently all birds have similar reserve
levels, and there is no correlation between reserve levels
more than a few time steps apart. However, it is not
always the case that state variables are independent from
one time to another, and we now consider a series of
factors favouring a correlation.
When does state at one time correlate with state at
another?

Correlations may persist if the state variable changes
slowly. In birds recent evidence from increasing clutch
sizes and removing second clutches suggests the existence
of some state variable that decreases in response to the
effort required to feed the young, and that still affects
performance the next breeding season (Gustafsson & Pärt
1990; Verhulst 1998). Energy reserves change too rapidly,
but immunocompetence or plumage condition are more
plausible mechanisms (Gustafsson et al. 1994; Nilsson &
Svensson 1996). Although the mechanism is uncertain,
it has still been informative to develop models with
a ‘condition’ state variable having slow dynamics
(McNamara et al. 1998; Houston & McNamara 1999). For
instance, Houston & McNamara (1999) considered a
model of the timing of reproduction in which the state
variables were energy reserves and condition. When food
was supplemented well before the breeding season, the
major effect was on the number of individuals that bred,
whereas when the supplementation was just before the
breeding season, the major effect was on the timing of
breeding. This is a novel and testable prediction.

Some state variables change very slowly or not at all, for
instance an individual’s adult size, its quality, or the
richness of its environment. Such factors may generate a
positive correlation between state at different times if
each pair of measurements is derived from a different
individual. This may occur even if the state variable
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Figure 4. Correlation in total song output over successive days (measured in time intervals spent singing; 150 time intervals=24 h), from the
model of Hutchinson et al. (1993). The area of each dot is proportional to the number of occurrences in 104 independent simulations. For (a)
the daily singing routine is similar to Figure 1, the probability of pairing does not depend on past song output, and there is no correlation
between song output on successive days. In (b)–(d), the probability of pairing depends on a sliding average of recent song output. As the
importance of singing in long bouts increases, in (b) a slight negative correlation in song output on successive days is apparent, in (c) birds
mostly alternate days of high song output with days of silence, and in (d) birds take 2 days to build up reserves after a day of very high song
output.
measured is not the one that is unchanging. For instance,
birds in territories with a high perceived predation risk
may maintain comparatively low body weights through-
out the day or season. Correlations generated in this way
are hardly evidence for a particular SDP model, so the
experimental design should rule out such explanations.
Manipulations offer one solution; another is to measure
the correlation on repeated observations of the same
individual (replicating over several individuals).

Even if state variables change quickly, one can still get
correlations. In some versions of the singing routine
example, given their reserves, almost all population
members do best to forage maximally throughout the
afternoon. This consistency in behaviour preserves their
relative levels of reserves. Another case is if the range of
actions available cannot affect the rate of change of the
state variable much. Energy reserves in a small bird will
fall considerably overnight, but because the bird is unable
to take action to alter the rate of fall by much (e.g. it is too
dark to forage), we predict a strong correlation between
reserves at dusk and at dawn.
A related argument explains why correlations can occur
in models in which the effort spent foraging can be
continuously adjusted, but the higher the level of forag-
ing the higher the risk of predation. Then the optimal
policy is often not to forage at the maximum intensity,
and consequently reserve levels may converge only
slowly (Houston et al. 1993).

Negative correlations can occur when an available
action has a very large effect on the state variable, and the
action must be all or nothing. Such an action can cause
the value of the state variable to overshoot the switch-
point. A possible example may be those albatrosses that
breed only in alternate years (Prince et al. 1981). Any
breeding attempt may so reduce condition that birds do
best to spend the year after a breeding attempt regaining
condition (McNamara & Houston 1996).

Correlations are also liable to persist when the policy
depends on two or more state variables. We saw in the
singing routine model that with only one state variable
different states would normally converge to the switch-
point; plotting the switchpoint against time gives a critical
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line. With two state variables, state converges to a critical
surface instead. Once in the neighbourhood of this surface
there need be no further tendency for state to converge, so
individuals starting in different states can continue to differ
in state, and consequently their future behaviour can dif-
fer. For instance, consider the version of the singing rou-
tine example when a second state variable remembers how
intensively a bird has been singing recently. If at a particu-
lar time two individuals do happen to have identical re-
serves, they need not be identical in respect of the memory
state variable. In that case the bird with the higher
memory variable can lie above the switchpoint surface and
will continue to sing, whereas the other lies below and will
forage. Consequently their reserves will diverge.

If there is a large stochastic influence on the change in
state, correlations over time will obviously be smaller; but
the effect of stochasticity is one of degree rather than
kind.
USING MANIPULATIONS: ADVANTAGES AND
PITFALLS

There are several reasons why an experimental manipu-
lation of state may be informative, some already men-
tioned. Another is that some state variables are easier to
manipulate than to measure. For instance, rather than
measuring food availability in different bird territories it
is easier to give supplementary food in some of them (e.g.
Thomas 1999a, and references therein). This also avoids
food availability being confounded with male quality,
which is likely if birds have fought for the best territories;
after a manipulation we know what varies. Manipulations
enable us to investigate conditions that rarely occur
naturally; in SDP models rare dangerous events often
dominate explanations of the optimal policy. Manipu-
lations may also be useful in making some state variables
and the environment more uniform. For instance, if we
manipulate the stochasticity in the food regime, it makes
sense to test all individuals before and after the manipu-
lation on the same sort of nonstochastic regime, both to
detect how policies have changed and to facilitate com-
parison between individuals (e.g. Ekman & Hake 1990).

An attraction of SDP models is that experiments chosen
because of their tractability in the field can be mirrored
by experimental manipulations on the computer, either
by a sudden change of state or by a change in parameter
values (e.g. Houston & McNamara 1989). Not only does
this mirroring generate the most appropriate predictions
of the manipulation’s effects, but trying out the manipu-
lation first on the computer can suggest which empirical
manipulations are likely to have the most detectable
effects, and on which aspects of behaviour and state. For
instance, on the basis of results from our SDP models
of the avian singing routines (McNamara et al. 1987;
Hutchinson et al. 1993), Thomas (1999b) decided that his
manipulation of food stochasticity might have its clearest
effect on the relative strengths of the dusk and dawn
choruses. This choice enabled birds to act as their own
controls, thus factoring out variation in overall song
effort between birds. Also, the prediction was not made
by other hypotheses for the dawn chorus.
However, there are potential pitfalls with interpreting
the effects of a manipulation, which can also apply when
interpreting the consequences of natural environmental
variation. The problems arise from not knowing whether
an organism has interpreted an environmental change as
short term, long term, or something intermediate. The
optimal change of behaviour may be in opposite
directions depending on the permanence of the environ-
mental change. McNamara & Houston (1994) demon-
strated this with an analytical model of animals optimally
choosing between feeding options that differed in food
reward and predation risk. A general increase in the food
rewards would cause foraging to be more intensive if the
manipulation were interpreted as a short-term change,
but less intensive if interpreted as a permanent change.

Consider how in an SDP model we would calculate the
effect of changing an environmental parameter, say forag-
ing success. We might leave the policy unchanged and just
recalculate the sequences of states and actions after the
change. In contrast we might first recalculate the policy so
that it is optimal in the new conditions. The latter is
equivalent to including the parameter as a state variable of
fixed value to which the organism can respond.

Modellers must carefully consider which of these
approaches is appropriate to each particular empirical
system and empiricists should check which approach was
used to generate predictions. Predictions based on no
change of policy are more likely to be appropriate to
short-term manipulations when the subject has had little
chance to learn about the change. Such predictions are
also applicable if the manipulated feature naturally
fluctuates rapidly and unpredictably, so that the manipu-
lation is unlikely to be interpreted as permanent. Predic-
tions based on a changed policy are most appropriate
when the subject could have learnt over a long period to
adjust to local or current conditions and to be confident
that they will persist. A change of policy could also come
about through evolution, so such predictions would be
appropriate for manipulations lasting several generations
and for nonexperimental comparisons of species and
populations. With characters that do not usually change
within the lifetime of an individual (e.g. the host on
which a parasitoid is feeding), predictions based on a
change of policy might be appropriate for a nonexper-
imental comparison between individuals, but it is uncer-
tain whether an individual could adjust its policy if the
character were artificially manipulated. For wandering
animals the size and scale of the spatial variation affects
how much the policy should adjust to conditions at the
present site; it also matters whether temporal differences
are consistent over adjacent sites (Weber et al. 1999).

Judging whether an organism will adjust its policies in
the course of an experiment is not always straightforward,
and a continuum of intermediate cases can be envisaged.
Suppose that r measures the natural correlation of
environmental conditions at one time with those at a
later time. If r=0, current conditions predict nothing
about future conditions, so the policy should not change
if conditions are experimentally altered. If r=1, the
change of conditions must be permanent, so the policy
should change. In intermediate cases, the organism can
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Table 1. The predicted effects of a cold night on the avian singing routine, depending on the assumptions underlying the policy

Assumptions of policy After several normal nights Then after a cold night Then after a normal night

Overall
probability of
cold (or hot)

night

Probability next
night cold,
given cold

tonight

Percentage
singing
at dawn

When
switchpoint

rises
Dusk

reserves

Percentage
singing
at dawn

When
switchpoint

rises
Dusk

reserves

Percentage
singing
at dawn

When
switchpoint

rises
Dusk

reserves

(1) 0 0 59 26 368 7 26 368 59 26 368
(2) — 1 59 26 368 7 22 405 97 26 368
(3) 0.1 0.1 86 26 387 27 26 387 86 26 387
(4) 0.1 0.325 84 26 385 24 24 396 93 26 385
(5) 0.1 0.775 75 26 378 15 23 403 96 26 378

In all cases we envisage a sequence of nights of normal temperature, and study the effects of a single cold night. For each day we give the
percentage of the population singing in the first time interval after dawn, the number of time intervals after dawn at which the switchpoint
first rises (which corresponds to the end of the morning plateau in song output, see Fig. 1) and the level of dusk reserves. The percentage
singing at dawn is affected by the level of reserves at the previous dusk and the overnight temperature, whereas the latter two measures
depend only on the policy used that day. In line (1) the policy remains constant under the assumption that overnight temperature will always
be normal in the future. In (2) the policy changes, under the assumption that all subsequent nights will be as cold as the last. In (3)–(5) the
policies are adapted to low probabilities (P=0.1) of a warm and a cold night. These policies differ in their assumptions of how likely
temperature is to remain the same on successive nights; the more likely, the closer the routines are to (2). Parameters and other model details
are as in Figure 1.
get only some indication of future conditions from cur-
rent conditions. Its policy should change, but probably
not by as much as when r=1.

As an example, consider a simplified version of the
singing routine model in which now only one, rather
than three, night-time temperature can occur (but there
is still considerable variation in energy use overnight).
Assume in the first instance that the bird is hardwired to
assume this particular temperature. An experimental one-
night decrease of temperature will affect the routine the
next day (e.g. less song at dawn), but the policy will not
change, and so reserves by dusk will be as before (Table 1,
line 1). Consequently, if the next night’s temperature is
normal again, the next day’s routine will revert to the
original pattern.

A second possibility is that the bird is hardwired to
assume that the temperature does not vary, but that it
learns this temperature through experience. Let us sup-
pose (unrealistically) that a single colder night would
change its policy. The routine on the day after the
manipulation will differ from that when the policy was
unchanging (Table 1, compare lines 1 and 2). Further-
more, the new low-temperature policy leads to greater
reserves at dusk, so that a reversion to normal tempera-
tures the next night means a larger surplus of reserves
remaining at dawn, which extends the dawn chorus.

A more realistic possibility is that the policy is adapted
to an environment in which nights often vary in their
temperature. For simplicity we assume that there are only
three possibilities for overnight temperature, and that the
animal is hardwired to know these temperatures and the
frequency with which each occurs. We now additionally
assume a correlation in temperature between successive
nights (as in Fig. 2b). The optimal policy is then a rule
that specifies actions on the basis not only of current
reserves but also of the previous night’s temperature. An
experimental decrease in one night’s temperature will, in
a technical sense, not affect this policy, because now part
of the policy is to take account of the previous night’s
temperature, and this rule is fixed. But a decrease in the
preceding night’s temperature will cause a change in the
switchpoint values of reserves at which singing replaces
foraging (e.g. Table 1, lines 4 and 5). Thus there is a
change in the rule relating behaviour to reserves, but no
change in the metarule, about the updating of this rule
according to previous temperature. How much the
switchpoints change will depend on what this meta-
rule assumes about the correlations and frequencies of
overnight temperatures (Table 1, cf. lines 3–5).

Researchers have manipulated temperature and
measured birds’ reserves. Evening levels of reserves
do increase in direct response to several days of cold
(Wansink & Tinbergen 1994; Rogers 1995; Hake 1995, the
latter using a natural change of temperature rather than a
manipulation), but one study found no such response to
a single cold night (Lilliendahl et al. 1996). There is a
suggestion also that the response to single cold days
increased as the birds learnt that the between-night vari-
ation in temperature had increased (Bednekoff et al.
1994). But in no system do we have a full understanding
of what cues and rules organisms use to update their
policies. So when one predicts the effect of manipulations
we advocate making two sets of predictions correspond-
ing to whether the policy has, or has not, adjusted (e.g.
Weber et al. 1999). Another approach is to design the
experiment so that adjustment of the policy is either very
unlikely (by making the manipulations short and minor
in extent), or very likely to be complete (by a long-term
manipulation). To answer how long the policy takes to
adjust, one might continue until the behaviour showed
no significant trend over consecutive days.

Unfortunately these are not watertight approaches. For
example, Thomas (1999a) supplemented the food of
robins, Erithacus rubecula, for a one-off manipulation
lasting 4–7 h during a single day, intending that this
should just affect the state variable but not the policy.
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However, song output increased significantly not only at
dusk but also the following dawn. The easiest way for our
SDP model to predict this effect on the dawn chorus is to
suppose that the robins interpreted the food supplemen-
tation as indicative of the ready availability of food
continuing the next day.

Conversely, even though the experimenter knows that
a manipulation is long term, the experimental organism
itself cannot be certain that conditions will not change
back. Thus many vertebrates in captivity seek to sample
inferior food sources, mark territories and keep a look out
for predators, however long they have been kept isolated
in a safe environment with an unvarying food supply
(McNamara & Houston 1980; Houston 1987). Risk of
predation is not an easy quantity for organisms to esti-
mate, so it is not surprising that they are hardwired
always to assume some risk. A similar problem is that
organisms may be hardwired to respond to indirect
environmental cues rather than to whatever has the
direct effect on fitness (e.g. clear skies might predict cold
nights better than does afternoon temperature). If the
experimenter does not happen to include these unknown
cues in the manipulation, the response would not
be optimal in the laboratory, even though it could be
appropriate to natural variation in the wild.
DISCUSSION

When statistically analysing empirical data, biologists
know that one should attempt to factor out as much
variation as possible so as to minimize the unexplained
noise or error. It would be considered a weakness in a
statistical analysis to average over individuals and con-
ditions if the information was available. Many of our
suggestions about what to predict and test can also be
viewed as avoiding unnecessary averaging. For instance,
we have advocated measuring the multivariate distri-
bution of state, and keeping track of individuals rather
than calculating an average routine.

We hope that we have shown that SDP models can
make a wide variety of predictions, but some readers may
now feel an overabundance of choice. We have advocated
testing several predictions from each model, but testing
too many predictions may be wasteful because if some are
true others will necessarily also hold. In practice we
expect that choices will be constrained by which behav-
iours, states and parameters can be most easily and
accurately measured without disturbing the system, and
by what can be manipulated. In some systems state is
more difficult to measure than behaviour (e.g. if state
includes the animal’s perception of the environment),
whereas in others behaviour is the harder (e.g. if we were
modelling the allocation of resources between reproduc-
tive and storage organs).

When there is a choice, the SDP model itself may be
used to predict the empirical approaches most likely to
yield significant results. For instance we can estimate
the best time to perform a particular manipulation, or the
sample size sufficient to achieve significance given the
stochasticity in the system. The model may incorporate
some sources of stochasticity that cause differences
between individuals, and others that cause differences
between days, in which case the model can suggest the
most efficient way to replicate observations over individ-
uals and days. A sensitivity analysis should check which
predictions are robust to minor variations in the model’s
assumptions, and we might also model rival or null
hypotheses to investigate which approach will best dis-
tinguish their predictions from those of the main model.
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